PERRY POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITIZEN MOBILE PATROL POLICY
(Draft)

March 16, 2017

DATE:
PURPOSE:

To establish a standard by which the Citizen Mobile Patrol will provide support and services to
the units of the Perry Police Department.
POLICY:

a.
b.
c.

It is the purpose of the Perry Police Department to manage and utilize the Citizen
Mobile Patrol in the safest and most appropriate manner possible.
To provide updated training and information to the members of the Citizen Mobile
Patrol.
To allow officers to call upon the assistance and service of the Citizen Mobile
Patrol as needed and authorized by the Administration of the Police
Department.

REQUIREMENTS TO BECOME A MEMBER OF CITIZEN MOBILE PATROL:

* Submit a Citizen Mobile Patrol Application to the unit's coordinator
* Pass an extensive criminal history check
* Have valid Utah driver license and insurance coverage
* Be a citizen of the United States
* Attend one 2 hour class of patrol training
* Obtain and finish the following assignments before becoming a member
4 hours Patrol — Swing Shift
4 hours Patrol — Grave Shift
4 hours Dispatch observation
1 hour — riding with the Mobile Patrol Coordinator (?)
1 hour — riding with a Senior Patrol member
PROCEDURES:

» Weapons: Members of the Citizen Mobile Patrol will carry no weapons of any kind or any
other object which could be considered a weapon, including but not limited to:
pocketknives and guns (even with a permit.)
» Attire: members of the Citizen Mobile Patrol will wear suitable and well-kept clothing
in keeping with the assignment they are performing. Each member will wear the grey,
Citizen Mobile Patrol polo shirt, or approved white uniform shirt while performing any
assigned tasks.
a) A windbreaker with the Perry Citizen Mobile Patrol title and no

Individual name will be assigned to or purchased by the member.
b) If the member purchases the jacket, upon retirement from the Citizen Mobile Patrol the
jacket will be considered the member’s property. If the member does not purchase the jacket
it becomes the property of Perry City and must be returned upon retirement.
» Each member will possess a valid Utah License, and automobile insurance; these
numbers will be recorded within the Citizen Mobile Patrol records.
» Identification Badges:
a)
Members will display the proper ID badges while performing Citizen Mobile
Patrol duties.
b)
ID badges will not be used as identification outside of the normal Citizen Mobile
assignments. (Do not use as ID at banks, stores, cashing checks, etc.)
c)
Members will travel and stay in teams of two at all times, unless directed by the
coordinator or direct permission from on-duty police supervisor.
» Use of Personal Vehicle: Currently prohibited. However, if approved by the Chief of Police,
using personal vehicle for citizen patrol, driver must utilize magnetic placards, and sign on and
off duty as specific unit?.
» Providing Information: Members of the Mobile Patrol can provide information about
Ordinances they have been trained on, i.e. parking, fireworks and others provided in the
Ordinances handed out by the coordinator. Members will not provide any legal
Interpretations of laws, etc., members will not respond to the area where a police officer
has been dispatched, unless asked by said officer or sent by dispatch.
» Non-member riders: Anyone that is not a member of the Citizen Mobile Patrol and who
has not attended all Mobile Patrol classes and training is not allowed to ride at anytime
with the Mobile Patrol.

PROPETY DAMAGE:
» Members will report any and all equipment damages as well as damage to non-city
Property.

CONFIDENTIALITY AND DISCIPLINE OF MOBILE PATROL POSITION:
I do solemnly affirm that I will not divulge, in any way to anyone, any information that comes to my
knowledge in the course of my Citizen Patrol duties or activities. I will keep confidential all direct or indirect
information in regards to cases, persons involved, or results of investigations.

Further, I understand that if I break confidentiality by telling anyone names or
other pertinent information of a case or cases, I will no longer be a participant of
the citizen patrol and may possibly be charged with the crime of "Obstruction Of
Justice", 76-8-306 of the Utah Criminal Code, which can be a felony or misdemeanor
depending on the severity of the offense.

I ________________________ , verify that I have read and understood the above
procedure, I have referred any questions to ?, Mobile Patrol Coordinator, on this ___________ day of
__________ 20 _____.
Signature: ____________________________________________________________

